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Abstract 
There are three major themes in the dialogue thought to be Plato’s Statesman: 
the nature of statesmanship, the difference between perfect and less than per-
fect regimes and the method of division. In this paper I focus on the first two 
themes. I argue, first, that the dialogue makes a plausible case for what it takes 
to be a wise statesman. In doing so, I play down the importance of the second 
theme: the difference between regimes. In fact, I consider this discussion to be 
deeply flawed and even irrelevant to the argument of the first. My main pur-
pose is to provide a critical analysis of the political theory articulated in the 
dialogue. My analysis is made plausible by abandoning the traditional view 
that the Statesman was written Plato in its entirety as a unified whole. In my 
view, a close reading of the text supports the hypothesis that it is, at best, 
semi-authentic; namely, that it is most likely a collage of fragments written at 
different times by Plato and other members of the Academy. 
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1. Introduction 

Many readers of the Statesman1 (Plato, 1992a) (STM) find the dialogue frustrat-
ing if not incomprehensible (Larivée, 2019; Ryle, 1995; Annas & Waterfield, 1995). 
Some readers explain the difficulties encountered in the text by claiming that 
problematic passages were planted by Plato deliberately in order to provoke 
his audience in the Academy to debate the merit of the arguments put forward. 
Some, believing that the dialogue, as we have it today, was written by Plato in its 
entirety, make great effort to render it coherent. Still, some others, inspired by a 
Straussian approach to Plato’s corpus, see in it an attempt to mediate between an 

 

 

1Statesman (STM) Trans. Kemp, revised by Ostwald 1992. Mostly, I use this translation but I also 
rely on Annas/Waterfield. 
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esoteric philosophical teaching and popular views about politics (Miller, 2005).2 
My reading of the dialogue is not charitable. I consider it a seriously flawed text, 
a composite of a number of loosely put together arguments by someone, either a 
philosophically exhausted Plato or a younger member of the Academy.3 The ap-
proach to the text I present here is inspired by the fragmentarian reading of the 
Republic (R) (Plato, 1992a) proposed by Holger Thesleff (2009), and by his view 
that many of Plato’s dialogues were semi-authentic, other writers having a hand 
in their final composition.4 

In concrete terms, my reliance on Thesleff’s hypotheses leads me to believe 
that STM was a collage of notes meant as a possible alternative to the middle 
books of the Republic, and possibly even as an alternative to Book IV.5 A prob-
lem solved by this approach is that it makes it possible to explain the relation-
ship between the statesman of the dialogue named after him, and the two types 
of philosopher described in different parts of the Republic (Plato, 1992b). On my 
reading of it, the statesman has an affinity with the philosopher/guardians as 
they are described in Books II and III, but not with the philosopher king as it is 
described at the end of book V and in Books VI and VII.6 It is, in fact, possible 
that the author of STM was not aware of, or just ignored, the middle books. The 
same may be true even of Book IV. The end of STM, for example, makes an 
oblique reference to the doctrine of the unity of virtues, rejecting it (STM, 306c)7. 
But, it confuses a distinction, central to Book IV, between virtues and disposi-
tions (parts of the soul). There are a number of other passages which, I shall 
propose, could not have been written by a philosophically mature Plato.8  

It has been suggested by R. D. Masters (1977) that the author of STM was Ar-
istotle. While Masters’ arguments for this view are open to criticism, I find the 
idea that it was Aristotle who authored, at least a large section of the dialogue, 
intriguing. There are many passages in Aristotle’s Politics which resonate with 
STM. Therefore, it is strange that he never refers to it by its title, or that he does 

 

 

2M. Miller, The philosopher in Plato’s Statesman, 2005, is a prime example of this approach. He sees 
the dialogue as a “complex act of indirect communication”, “a set of double edged responses” to the 
sophisticated requests of the old Socrates and to the limited needs of an unsophisticated young So-
crates. Larivée (2019) reads STM as a protreptic text: “a powerful attempt to play a crucial role in the 
birth of that still embryonic field of knowledge” (p.32), an invitation to philosophers to engage in 
politics.  
3It is also possible that the dialogue is a collage of different arguments presented by a number of dif-
ferent members of the Academy, including Plato, Aristotle and someone else. The question of who 
put these pieces together, I take to be open. 
4This is what Thesleff (2009) says on page 242 of his pioneering work: “Possibly only few, if any, of 
the Platonic texts were written down by Plato exactly as we have them…it seems quite reasonable to 
assume that many of them are after all ‘semi-authentic’”. I owe to Thesleff also my opinion that there 
was a “Proto-Republic” in circulation around the early nineties, containing what we have now as 
Books II-IV of the Republic. 
5I will say more about Books VI and VII later.  
6The Republic (R), I believe, is in its present form, Plato’s master work, something he worked on, 
polishing it, till the end of his life, even if someone else put the final touches on it after his death. 
7Unless it is stated otherwise, as, for example, in reference to the Republic, all Stephanus numbers 
refer to the Statesman.  
8Thesleff also suggests that the Republic, in addition to being composed of independently written 
fragments, had not received its final (present) form till the 350’s. 
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not identify Plato as its author. The idea that he makes crucial references to the 
dialogue without naming it, raises questions. Aristotle is notorious for his lack of 
generosity towards Plato’s written works. So, why would he not identify Plato as 
the author of views he criticizes, or modifies, in his Politics (Aristotle, 1984).9 
Given all this, I am prepared to assume a highly unusual, iconoclastic, approach 
to Plato. Not only do I doubt whether STM was written, in its entirety, by Plato 
near the end of his life, I even leave open the possibility that none of it was writ-
ten by him, at all.  

The structure of STM indicates that its author, if it was a single individual, 
changed his mind frequently at key points in the middle of arguments. There 
are, basically, three major themes in the dialogue: 1) the method of division for 
arriving at a true definition, 2) the definition of what it is to be a true statesman 
and 3) distinguishing, based on who or what rules in it, between the best and in-
ferior forms of constitutions. I do not attach importance to the method of divi-
sion since I do not think that it contributes much to the other two, more sub-
stantive, issues (Rosen, 1995).10 For example, the whole discussion about animal 
herding/rearing is rendered pointless at 275c where it is declared that in the pre-
sent age, that of Zeus, “Those who rule these states of ours…are much more like 
their subjects in nature and far closer to them in training and in nurture than 
ever a shepherd could be to his flock”.11 This claim opens up possibilities for the 
way one is to conceive a true statesman in a context where even though there 
might be significant differences between them, rulers and ruled are basically 
equal. This is a possibility that the author does not fully explore.12 Only at the 
very end does he touch on the possibility of how harmony (“sacred bond”) be-
tween rulers and their subjects could be achieved. So, given the irrelevance of the 
method of division to the fundamental thesis of the dialogue, who was interested 
in putting so much emphasis on it? The answer is open to debate. Was it a young 
Aristotle, an old Plato, or some other member of the Academy? In my view, 

 

 

9There is a passage about an “an earlier thinker” in Book IV of the Politics [1289b4] which most 
commentators think refers to STM. However, I think there are problems with this view (More of this 
later). 
10Rosen (1995) is one of those who puts emphasis on the methodological aspects of the work. I am 
more interested in what it says about politics. 
11There is a revealing passage at 262a where ES rejects YS’ way of distinguish the nature of men and 
beasts. The reason ES gives for his objection is that they should distinguish according to forms and 
not according to parts and wholes. 275C undermines this objection. In fact, as the rest of the dialo-
gue shows, there is a formal distinction between men and beasts. The first possesses language and 
the capacity to reason while the second does not. As if to anticipate this counter-objection, ES in-
troduces the highly implausible suggestion that cranes can also be thought of as rational. To my mind, 
the method of division, as it is presented there, is no more than an amateur experiment with animal 
taxonomy. The method seems more plausible in the Sophist. But even there, the division among im-
itators is more pertinent than the division among animals. 
12There is another possibility: it may be that the similarity between rulers and their subjects indicates 
the shallowness of current rulers and not the relative intelligence of their subjects. Some interpreters, 
for example Rowe, imply this without saying so explicitly. If, on the other hand, there is no absolute 
difference between those who rule and those who are ruled, one might see Aristotle’s position on the 
subject, expressed in Books IV-VI of the Politics, as an elaboration on statesmanship in the epoch of 
Zeus. It should also be noted that Protagoras in his long speech, in the dialogue named after him, 
also claims that subject and their rulers are basically equal morally. 
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whoever it was, it could not have been a mature Plato (Aristotle, 1912).13 It is 
hard to imagine a mature Plato engaging in such idle thought experiment. 

In the course of this essay I will point to a number of instances where the text 
seems to reach a conclusion only to continue by an abrupt shift to another topic. 
For example, at the end of the division of different species of animals ES offers a 
summary of what they have achieved regarding the definition of “political sci-
ence” (267a-c). But when YS declares that they have thereby “reached their con-
clusion” ES objects, first, by noting that there are other rivals to the herdsman of 
humans, namely, those who feed mankind: merchants and farmers (267e). This 
is a strange move at this point, for, a detailed list of those who provide the mate-
rial means of human existence is introduced later. However, the most unexpected, 
and significant, shift is to the Myth of Kronos. I, for one, do not see the immedi-
ate relevance of such a detailed discussion of cosmology to the question of states-
manship. Ruling over the cosmos does not, in my view, provide much insight into 
rule over human beings.14 It would have sufficed, in my view, to say what is said at 
275c, namely, that there are two different images of ruling men, that of Kronos 
and that of Zeus; and that statesmanship has to be looked for in the context of 
the one associated with Zeus. Had that route been taken, more could have been 
said about the nature of political expertise as it relates to governing cities. That 
did not happen (Brisson, 1995)15, so, let me, now, turn to the substantive ques-
tion of what the dialogue tells us about the nature of statesmanship. I will try to 
reconstruct the argument by jumping over a long interruption (291d-303b) treat-
ing the question of best and second best regimes, and the relative importance of 
laws to them.  

2. Who Is a True Statesman? 

257a-291d and 303b-311c 
There are, then, two substantive issues in STM: the definition of statesman-

 

 

13Aristotle’s early experiments, hinted in On the Parts of Animals (Book I Sect. 2), with the method 
of division could have had their echo in the account of that method running through the first pages 
of STM. There is virtual unanimity among commentators that this dialogue was, along with the 
Sophist, a “late” composition. One reason the Sophist is considered late is the long digression in the 
middle of it: a presumed criticism of Parmenides’ views on being and nothing. The Sophist might 
also have been a composite of two separate themes; for, the link between the digression on not-being 
and sophism does seem tenuous. The reason for considering STM a late composition is its apparent 
dramatic proximity to the Sophist, and its apparent distancing itself from the political views of the 
Republic. However, it is possible that both are late composites of different thought experiments writ-
ten at different times, and, regarding the relation between the Sophist and STM, it is possible that, 
whoever authored STM made it appear, with the addition of a few editorial adjustments, to be a nat-
ural sequence of the other dialogue. Why, for example, does the author of STM not show any under-
standing of the complex discussion of imitation, or even of sophistry, presented in the supposedly 
preceding dialogue? Why does he give such a poor description of what Plato says elsewhere about 
“imitation”? If the above hypothesis’s accepted, the author of that section of STM which features the 
method of division might well have been an aspiring member of Plato’s Academy, and not Plato 
himself. 
14Ruling over the cosmos entails ruling over human beings as well. So, at best, the Kronos/Zeus di-
chotomy might mark the distinction between animal and human “herding”. 
15See further comments on this issue in my note 21, on Brisson. 
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ship and the evaluation of the relative merits of law and expertise for governing a 
city. Because the discussion of the first is interrupted near its end by the inser-
tion of the second, I will examine them separately. For now, I will try to deter-
mine whether one can find, disregarding the method of division, a coherent 
conception of statesmanship in the relevant part of the dialogue. 

The dialogue gets off to a good start: statesmanship (kingship) is said to be a 
certain craft,16 a certain species of theoretical knowledge: one shared by mastery 
over slaves and estate management. In the same context, ES notes that an ordi-
nary citizen possessing that form of knowledge may also be considered a king.17 
However, the most telling comparison is with the master builder. It is the mas-
ter builder who represents most accurately the kind of theoretical knowledge ES 
has in mind. He is not an actual workman, rather, he gives instruction to his 
workers about how to handle and assemble building materials.18 Central to the 
notion of theoretical knowledge introduced here is the combination of “evalua-
tion” and “instruction”. This would be a promising start to the definition of 
statesmanship: on the basis of his grasp (evaluation) of the context in which a 
given situation arises the statesman would give instructions/commands to its 
subjects about how to act. But, this helpful notion of theoretical knowledge is 
soon abandoned. 

The problem, with far reaching implication, begins with the subsequent sepa-
ration of evaluation and instruction in the definition of theoretical knowledge; 
and going on as if the relevant knowledge required for kingship was only how 
to give instructions. Having left aside evaluation, and, therefore, knowledge 
in its fullest sense, ES introduces “production” as a defining characteristic of 
statesmanship which will lead to, in Annas and Waterfield’s words (1995: p.19, 
note 22), to a definition which is “ludicrous” and which has “dubious rele-
vance” to political theory.19 Still, one could ask what a statesman produces. It 
may be that his instructions, based on his evaluation of the given situation, 
would produce both material and spiritual benefits for his subjects. But it is 
only at the very end of the dialogue [305e-311c], in discussing “kingly weav-
ing”, that what it means to produce in the realm of politics is introduced. Here, 

 

 

16I will say more about considering statesmanship a craft later, in note 50. 
17At [293a1], young Socrates repeats, with the approval of the visitor, that “the man possessed of the 
science of kingship [who] must be called a king, regardless of whether he is in power or not”. It is 
possible that two different ideas are expressed in the two passages. The first may suggest that a slave 
master or an estate manager, both private citizens, could advise the king based on their specific ex-
pertise. The second, which occurs in the context of the discussion of law versus expertise, the adviser 
is more likely to be an individual possessing the science of leadership, like someone who is trained at 
Plato’s Academy.  
18Later, at [260c8], a confusion with further consequences is introduced: it is said that while the 
master builder exercises his authority over inanimate objects the king “works with living creatures”. 
But according to the notion of master builder introduced to exemplify the kind of theoretical know-
ledge ES is after, the master builder exercises authority over his workers and not only control over 
the inanimate objects they handle.  
19They have in mind the division of living beings with two feet having, and lacking, horns in mind. 
My view is the same. That is one reason besides ES’ confession, at [275d] that by identifying shephe-
rds of animals with managers of human beings, which the discussion had gone astray. 
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at the beginning, the division into different kinds of living creatures seems, at 
best, pointless. 

After a long detour describing the difference between the ages of Kronos and 
of Zeus, (Brisson, 1995).20 ES admits having made two mistakes in the preceding 
definition of statesmanship. First, it was incorrect, he says, to confuse the roles 
of animal herders and human herders; for, the first provides for all the needs of 
its flock all by himself whereas the second relies on assistance from others to 
produce and maintain its subjects, as well as itself. Second, in the age of Zeus, in 
our age, rulers are much more like their subject than were divine rulers to theirs. 
This means that the rule of a statesman in our age must be voluntarily accepted 
by those over whom he rules. This, in turn, requires a change in the definition of 
statesmanship. A statesman can no longer be thought of as maintaining its 
“flock”, he must be thought of as managing it. This change is faithful the original 
notion of theoretical science characterizing statesmanship. Namely, it reflects the 
combination of evaluation and instruction possessed by a knowledgeable king, 
thus, making the intervening diaeresis useless for the definition. Time would have 
been much better spent explaining the nature of evaluation and of instruction 
required for statesmanship, from the outset. 

The first mistake was a result of introducing a too narrow conception of “pro-
duction” as an essential feature of the statesman’s craft. This is what leads to con-
ceiving kingship as a kind of “maintenance”. If it were not for this, it would be 
strange to see merchants, farmers and other producers of the means of material 
survival of citizens as “rivals” of the statesman.21 And, one would expect that once 
the mistake of confounding maintenance and management is recognized, pro-
ducers of the means of existence would no longer be considered the king’s rivals. 
It is surprising, then, that ES continues, even after the long discussion of weav-
ing, with the list of these producer/provider “rivals”.22 The impression one gets is 
that the author of the dialogue was more interested in naming those who ful-
filled essential civic functions than in advancing the definition at hand. A dis-
cussion of how the statesman co-ordinates these functions might have been per-

 

 

20L. Brisson (1995) claims that there are three different periods presented in the myth: 1) the rule of 
Kronos, 2) the world completely abandoned by the gods and 3) the rule of Zeus. He notes that in the 
age of Zeus “The situation of human beings is similar to the one described in the myth of Protagoras 
(320c-322c)” [p. 362]. And adds, helpfully, that, by contrast “nothing is said in the Statesman about 
the art of politics”. But he adds, less helpfully, that “the thing could be explained by the fact that, in 
the Statesman, the political art is defined in function of all the other arts” [p. 363]. If that definition 
were satisfactory, which it is not, it might say something about the art of politics. Also, during the 
age of Zeus, with help of gifts from the God, says Brisson, human beings have given themselves their 
own laws. This is true, but it is not the position defended by ES. If anything, his mistrust of written 
laws would lead him to take the opposite position. 
21At [268c] ES suggests that the king must be “made to stand out on his own by stripping away the 
surrounding crowd who claim to be its rivals”. This implies that kingship must be separated from 
the other arts that claim to maintain the human herd, but its distinctive art will still be one of main-
taining, rearing. 
22It would be much better to see them as craftsmen over whom a statesman exercises indirect control  
I will come back later to the relation between the practitioners of special crafts and the science of 
managing them. 
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tinent, but that aspect of statesmanship is never brought out either.23 
At a key point in the dialogue [277a1], after having heard the new definition 

of statesmanship as management freely accepted by the whole human commu-
nity24, YS declares that “at this point we have really completed our definition of 
the statesman”. ES disagrees. It would have helped to hear why he disagrees. But 
instead, he goes into a lengthy discussion of weaving. At the end of the weaving 
analogy [287b1] he suggests that they go back to the definition of statesmanship, 
applying the example of weaving to it. Statesmanship, considered as a form of 
weaving, might have helped to clarify how an individual having superior politi-
cal knowledge than the rest of the citizens would rule them. But, instead, what 
the application of the analogy amounts to is a rehashing of a point made earlier 
[267e]; a point that was made in the context in which statesmanship was still con-
sidered a form of “maintenance”. It, again, compares the “kingly art” to “other 
arts not yet distinguished from statesmanship” [287b5].  

The lesson learned from the weaving analogy is only that these arts can be di-
vided into “contributory” and “productive”. It is not clear, at this point, how the 
distinction between these two types of arts helps with the definition of states-
manship.25 There are, ES says, seven arts pertaining to what is essential to the 
material survival of a city. It is not clear why it is important to distinguish them 
from the kingly art. Who would fail to distinguish kings from cooks and enter-
tainers? Practitioners of these crafts may play an essential role in the mainte-
nance of cities, they may also give informed instructions to their own helpers, 
but they do not provide general enlightened instructions for the community at 
large. 

The seven crafts are followed by a diverse lot: slaves, labourers and merchants. 
What these add to the previous list, and why they could not have been included 
in it, is not clear. These are, again, followed by three other arts and their practi-

 

 

23The metaphor of the master builder, presented at the beginning, could have better served here. The 
difference between it and the statesman is that while he supervises, using his judgement, the various 
craftsmen in constructing a building, the statesman, with its judgement, supervises the construction 
of a well run state. The question of supervising subjects who are like the ruler in many respect is 
mentioned briefly at [275c3] following the myth. But instead of elaborating on how rule is to be ex-
ercised under those circumstances, ES proceeds to give a lengthy discussion of weaving. Again, in-
stead of explaining the political aspect of weaving, he goes on to give a long list of crafts purporting 
to be the kingly art’s rivals. A reader of books II-IV of the Republic, where different social functions 
within a city are described, could have seen the various crafts listed at [287b3-291a1] as a fuller ac-
count of those function. In other words, the list of crafts and their management would contribute to 
how good city would be run. But, as a way of advancing the definition of statesmanship the long list 
of crafts has only a marginal relevance. 
24The actual language of the passage [276e8] is: “tendance freely accepted by herds of free bipeds” in 
Skemp’s translation, or “the management by consent of willing, two-footed gregarious creatures” in 
Annas and Waterfield’s translation. This still carries, without any need, the reference to the division 
of species of animals. Since we are now clearly speaking of human beings, I find the reference gra-
tuitous. In their note 22 to [267c3] Annas and Waterfield also find “The definition so far…not only 
ridiculous in itself but of dubious relevance to political theory”.  
25The concept of weaving is shown to be relevant to political theory only at the very end of the di-
alogue. Also, the discussion, just before that, of the king’s auxiliaries, suggests that it is they who are 
producers and that the king is a contributor to their actions, by supervising them. 
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tioners: clerks, soothsayers and priests. Unlike the previous ones, these arts are 
pertinent to how a city is governed. They fulfil its government’s administrative 
and, what might be called, its “ideological” function. Priests might be consid-
ered real rivals to the statesman. In the real world religious institutions are of-
ten in conflict with political ones. Exploring the nature of that conflict would 
have helped with the definition of statesmanship, but, once again, the occasion 
was missed.  

By way of answer to the question: “why ES did not agree at [277a1] that their 
definition has been completed?” One might say two things. First, it might be said 
that seeing the statesman as a kind of weaver of the social fabric would confirm 
its being a non-dictatorial king, thereby clarifying the distinction introduced 
earlier between kingly and tyrannical rule. Second, rule by consent does not 
necessarily mean just and benevolent rule. Any unjust and unwise, but clever, 
ruler may receive the consent of free citizens through appeal to their irrational 
natures: through a form of perverse persuasion. And it is in this regard that 
sophists and party politicians are the most dangerous rivals of the statesman. It 
would, then, be of great importance to explain the difference between these two 
false claimants, tyrants and sophists, for true political leadership and why they 
are to be eliminated from the competition. Without indicating why sophists are 
the arch-rivals of statesmen, ES introduces them at [291a1] quite abruptly. And, 
as abruptly as he introduces them, equally abruptly he leaves them aside.26 

At [291a] ES proposes that they look at “another group—quite a large mob” 
(sophists and party politicians). But instead of doing that, he shifts, without any 
warning, to listing five different regimes: tyranny, kingship (Skemp (Plato, 1992a): 
“constitutional monarchy”), oligarchy, aristocracy and democracy. What follows 
almost immediately after introducing these regimes is a long digression into the 
relative merits of rule by law and rule by political expertise. The digression ends 
with a list of seven regimes at [302c4]. Significantly, he refers, at that point to the 
intervening discussion, from 291d1 to 302c as a “footnote” (Annas and Water-
field (1995): “this argument [which has now burst its banks]”), suggesting that 
the discussion was only tangential to the definition of statesmanship. What con-
tribution this digression makes to the definition is not clear. But, there are rea-
sons to think that the “return” to the definition at [303b] might be better seen as 
a more natural continuation of [291ab].27 I will say more about this at the end of 
the second part of the essay. In any case, I will skip the long digression for now 
and pick up the definition of statesmanship as it is continued after it.28  

 

 

26As I said at the beginning of this essay, mine is not a charitable reading of STM. But, in spite of all 
its weaknesses, one could see, beneath its omissions and inconsistencies, sensible things that its au-
thor could have said, but did not. To explain why that is, is one of the challenges facing readers of 
the dialogue. 
27There is another reason for suspecting that the second theme, the discussion of best and second- 
best regimes, does not constitute an integral part of the first theme, the definition of statesmanship. 
The view that rulers are much like their subjects in nature [275c2] contradicts the notion of an ab-
solute ruler central to the second theme. Only at the end of the dialogue, in discussing the kingly 
weaver, is it suggested that subjects are also possessed of enough reason to achieve a divine bond of 
right opinion among them [309c]. 
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Having identified sophists and “the so-called politicians” at [291], ES contin-
ues, at [303d], to set these imposters apart from “all true practice of statesman-
ship”. Therefore, he turns to the last, and most worthy,29 “the precious elements 
which are akin” to the king: generals, judges and orators. With the introduction 
of imposter politicians at [291] and at [303c2]30 he has moved on to managers. 
For, sophistic politicians also claim to be managers of the city and its citizens. 
With orators, generals and judges we are clearly also among managers: individu-
als who give instruction using their best judgement. 

All these higher functionaries do the work of governing, under the con-
trol/supervision of the king who does not act on its own [305d1]. They all have 
special expertise in their respective fields, but it is up to the king to decide when, 
and how, they should exercise them for the benefit of the whole city. The case of 
judges and generals is fairly uncontroversial: they have to have sound judgement 
and good character. But, there are some expertise missing from the list of auxil-
iaries. As I mentioned earlier, it is puzzling why priests were not included among 
government functionaries. It is even more surprising that educators were not in-
cluded, given the important role assigned to them in the subsequent discussion.31 
It is also puzzling why rhetoric is given such important place, given ES’ mistrust 
of that art. The simplest reason for ES’ inclusion of rhetoric is the acknowledge-
ment that not all citizens can attain perfect knowledge of political mattes. There-
fore, the second best thing is for the ruler to have assistants who are expert in the 
craft of rhetoric, acting under his control. They use imaginative stories to achieve 
consensus regarding important political decisions.32 

The definition of statesmanship concludes by unpacking the metaphor of weav-
ing as it applies to political leadership. The discussion opens [306ab] with the 
presumed “conflict” between two virtues: self-control and courage. There are 
two problems with this claim. First, virtues cannot be in conflict with one an-
other. For example, a person lacking in temperance is not courageous, it is fool-
hardy. Thus, in the relation of courage to self-control, it is important to distin-
guish between courage and rashness on the one hand, and between caution and 
cowardliness, on the other. Second, in the context of the discussion it would 
have been more appropriate to speak about a conflict between inclinations or 

 

 

28As I hinted earlier, in my view it makes more sense to see [303b9] as an immediate sequel to [291c8  
than to [303b6]. 
29In introducing the last three rivals, ES suggests that the elements listed up to now were “different, 
foreign and repugnant” [303e8] to the statesman. It is fair to assume that the author of the dialogue 
had in mind here sophists “the chief pundits of the deceiver’s art”. And, for that reason, it is more 
plausible to read [303b9] as a natural continuation of [291c8] than of [303b6].  
30Note, again, that I consider these two entries to belong together, constituting one continuous pas-
sage. 
31One reason for leaving them out of the list of assistants might be that the author of the dialogue 
could not decide whether moral and religious education should be the exclusive domain of the king, 
or whether it should be shared with others. There are passages toward the end of the dialogue that 
suggest this ambivalence.  
32The fact that rulers and subjects are like one another in nature does not mean that they possess the 
same level of expertise about politics. For that reason, those who do, may have recourse to non-rational 
means of persuasion as long as it benefits the whole community. 
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dispositions and not virtues.  
Courage and self-control are virtues and not dispositions, but one can find 

dispositions corresponding to them. Republic IV has a detailed explanation of 
the relation between virtues and dispositions (parts of the soul). However, I 
doubt that the author of the concluding pages of the STM, whoever he was, had 
that Book in mind. It is more likely that the discussion of the conflict of virtues 
found in those pages was influenced by an earlier passage of Republic II [375]. 
The distinction made there is between spirited and gentle.33 Also, it is already 
suggested in the early Republic passage that gentle and “high-spirited’ characters 
should, when possible, be combined: “Philosophy, spirit, speed and strength must 
all, then, be combined in the nature of anyone who is to fine and good guardians 
of our city [R. 376c2]. 

ES’ recommendation is that the goal of education should be to weave together, 
first, the two conflicting dispositions within the souls of individuals [307de], and, 
second, as far as possible, individuals who have conflicting characters should be 
partnered with one another. Genuine statesmanship will have a crucial role in 
the educational system. The king will first select, on the basis of tests performed 
for his benefit, those among young who will be suitable for citizenship. These he 
will, then, hand over to competent educators who can “fashion them to a struc-
ture proper to their specific function” [308cd]. Having made a further selection, 
eliminating those who “are impelled to godlessness and to vaunting pride and 
injustice by the drive of an evil nature” [308-9], and keeping those whose nobil-
ity of character permits their being combined into a unity.34 By way of explana-
tion of what the scientific king does, ES offers the following explanation. He 
“first unites the element in their souls which are eternal by a divine bond, since it 
is akin to the divine” [309c1]. Since this comment suggests a deeper account of 
the kingly role, it requires some further analysis, one that is based on the notion 
of “divine bond”. 

The divine bond is not between courage and moderation. It is, rather, what 
makes the weaving together of the two conflicting characters possible in the first 
place. Put simply, it is the imprinting of moral values regarding what is “hon-
ourable, just and good” [309c6]. This is possible because human beings are “a 
race which is of supernatural lineage” [309c9]. Being of supernatural lineage 
means that human beings possess reason, to different degrees, and for this rea-
son they are open to moral education. And those who have been united by the 
bond of true conviction; namely, those who achieved true opinion about moral 

 

 

33It is significant that in that early book of the Republic gentle and philosophical natures are assimi-
lated. One possible difference between the early Republic and STM is that while in the first it is made 
clear that the desired mixture is that of guardians, in the second it is not clear that whether all citi-
zens or only a few select need to have their souls weaved in the desired manner.  
34It is not clear what precise role the king and his subordinates play in this process of education. The 
most plausible interpretation of what is said would be that the subordinate educators, specialist in 
various crafts, will take over the young and make them suitable for specific tasks [308e5]. The king, 
by contrast, will oversee the character development of all citizens. More specifically, he will ensure 
the proper weaving together of mild and spirited characters. 
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values, can then, have their conflicting dispositions harmonized.35 Having the 
divine link already forged, human bonds are also easily acquired. Different types 
will consent to marry types opposed to theirs. The highest civic functions will be 
occupied by those in whose soul there is a proper balance of conflicting disposi-
tions, and those among them whose soul is dominated with one or the other 
dispositions will be united with their opposites in performing their official du-
ties.  

The definition of statesmanship was started by the claim that it required good 
judgement and the ability to give direction. It concludes by emphasizing the 
importance of a form of kingly weaving that achieves unity, mutual concord and 
friendship: the “best of all fabrics”, on condition that the “kingly weaver main-
tains his control and oversight over it” [311c]. Statesmanship is understood 
throughout the development of its definition as “kingship”. A statesman is not 
said to be an ordinary politician using its intelligence and strength of character 
to attain, and to maintain itself in, power. It is assumed that he has sovereign 
power, or the knowledge required to advise someone who has it. The most im-
portant tasks of the ruler of a city is to weave together, with its associates, a just 
and happy state. But it also has to exercise enlightened control over those who 
help him in the project of weaving. For this he needs to have a knowledge of the 
complex totality of the state, the psychology of different types of individuals, and 
the right moment to make crucial decisions. All this is presumed by the defini-
tion even though it is not developed in sufficient detail. And, contrarily to what 
most interpreters of the dialogue assume, the discussion of the relative merits of 
written law codes and rule by scientific experts adds nothing to what has already 
been achieved by the definition worked out without it. 

3. What Should Have Absolute Authority, Law or Expert  
Knowledge? 

291d-303b 
After an abrupt break in the definition of statesmanship following the critique 

of sophism and party politics, suddenly the discussion turns to a list of possible 
forms of governments known hitherto. A slightly modified list is provided later, 
at the end of the description of two types of regimes, one ruled by experts and 
one ruled by written laws. What is the significance of using these two lists as “book 
ends” to evaluating the relative merits of written laws and of scientific knowledge? 
The first list [291d1] gives three different regimes based on the number of indi-

 

 

35The discussion of kingly weaving at the end of the dialogue is burdened by a number of difficulties. 
First, it is not explained why educators are excluded from those who are “closer akin to the kingly 
ruler” [303d4]. Second, the educational function of the king is not sufficiently distinguished from 
that of his auxiliaries. It could be argued that all three of the specifically listed auxiliaries: orators, 
generals and judges are, themselves, educators. This would explain how they would educate in their 
special area of expertise, and how the king supervises their activity as educators along with their 
other activities. But, this would raise another question: are only potential auxiliaries of the king edu-
cated, or is education meant for all citizens? This would not fit easily with the general description of 
kingly weaving proposed by ES. 
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viduals ruling them. The first two: the rule by one and the rule by a few, are fur-
ther divided into rule by force or by consent, and the third: rule by the many, 
“democracy”, is said to be the same whether it is ruled by force or by consent.36  

The argument contained in the digression about best and second-best regimes 
starts by asserting that whether a regime is ruled by many or a few; whether it 
obeys the law or disregards it, cannot be the only criteria for defining a true 
constitution [292a5]. Having said this, ES recalls that kingly rule was character-
ized as a science which could judge and could direct [292b7].37 And he adds, 
tantalizingly, that beyond that, they are “unable as yet to say precisely what form 
of knowledge (kingly rule) is” [292c3]. This comment suggests that in what fol-
lows a precision will be given of that form of knowledge, making the reader ex-
pect that the following digression, in which it is claimed that the scientific ruler 
is above the law, provides the required precision.38 But, instead of giving it, ES 
asks: in which of those constitutions listed is the science of ruling “practiced in 
the actual government of men?” [292d3]. And, the answer he gives is that only 
one, or at most a few, in government, could possess the required knowledge.39 
This somewhat artificial transition to the second substantive theme of the dia-
logue is suspect. It gives rise to a suspicion that it is merely an attempt to make it 
seem plausible that the two themes are intimately connected. But they are not. 
Claiming that a scientific statesman is above the law does not explain why he is 
above the law. It does not explain the nature of the knowledge that qualifies him 
to do that.40 What it shows, at most, is that a statesman must be a king or at least 

 

 

36There are two questions that need to be asked here. First, why is rule with consent associated with 
rule according to law? Is it not possible that rule according to law may itself be repressive? This is the 
case when rulers have absolute control over making and changing laws. It seems to be assumed that 
law abiding regimes are, by the same token, consensual ones as well. This question will receive fur-
ther attention later. Second, what to make of ES’ rather implausible explanation for the change in the 
conception of democracy in the second list? The second list includes the ideal regime in addition to 
the others, and in it democracy comes to have two forms: law abiding and law violating. Given ES 
insistence that the best regime cannot be ruled by the many, this leaves open the possibility that it is 
either a form of kingship or a form of aristocracy. So, it seems unnecessary to present the best re-
gime as radically different from them. All that would need to be said is that it is a type of kingship, 
or aristocracy, whose rulers are in possession of the science of politics. ES’ implausible explanation 
at [302e] is that by singling out a regime that is superior to those ruled by codes of law, all other 
constitutions, including democracies, have to be divided into law abiding law flouting ones. This is 
just false. What difference does the hypothesis of a regime whose ruler is above the law makes to 
whether one needs to distinguish between lawful and lawless democracies? A more plausible expla-
nation is that at the time of writing the first list the author meant by “democracy” “populism”: the 
tyranny of the many forcing its own agenda onto the few rich, whether it had its own laws or not. 
And, by the end he had a more generous view of it, allowing for the possibility of a law abiding de-
mocracy that was not tyrannical. But, then again, why can other law abiding regimes not be tyran-
nical, also?  
37This “reminder” indicates no more, in my view, than an attempt to stitch together the two sections 
of the dialogue.  
38Larivée (2019) suggests that STM is “a protreptic to a science that was still to come” (p. 320, italics 
in original). She does not do so, but she could have cited this passage in support of her view that 
there was no political science before Aristotle. On my reading of it, the passage [292c3] is more like a 
promise, one which was meant to be fulfilled subsequently in the rest of the dialogue. And the last 
pages of the dialogue [303d-311c] go a long way toward doing just that. 
39It is YS who is made to provide this answer, adding that even those who are not in power may also 
be in possession of that knowledge. 
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a collection of few individuals who know how to govern. In any case, the digres-
sion is not directly about statesmanship, it is about regimes, how they are ruled 
and not about what qualities rulers must have in order to be able to rule them 
expertly. 

The long digression [291d1-303b4] about the difference between best and 
second-best regimes has two tacit objectives: first, to show that existing laws 
should only be changed with the help of expert knowledge, and, second, that cit-
ies that do not have rulers with expert knowledge must follow existing laws rig-
idly. The assumption behind the way these two alternatives are formulated is an 
absolutist view of governing cities: either rule by a scientific expert who has ab-
solute power, or, lacking that, rule by existing laws, which also have absolute 
power [294a4]. Without this absolutist assumption the conclusion of the main 
argument, that knowledgeable rulers should be absolutely above the law, does not 
hold. It is true that in exceptional situations executive decisions overriding exist-
ing laws may have to be made. It is also true that expert knowledge is required in 
order to make certain medium to long term changes in existing laws, even in 
normal circumstances. But ES does not, in support of his defence of the absolute 
authority of a (knowledgeable) person, invoke a state of exception (Schmitt, 
2005)41. And, not giving a “precise” account of what scientific expertise entails, 
ES’ insistence on absolute authority of expert kings to change laws unilaterally, 
sounds hollow. How, for example, is political knowledge different from having 
right opinion about political matters? As I shall show, ES flirts with the idea of 
respecting ancient tradition by second-best regimes. Could such second-best re-
gimes not change their written laws to accord with tradition, provided they have 
rulers possessing right opinion about what is best for their cities? 

The long digression (“footnote”) that corresponds to the second main theme 
of the dialogue also begins promisingly. In a correct regime, written laws cannot 
have absolute authority because the situation may change regarding what is best 
for the city42. The true constitution par excellence, ES declares, is not one in 
which the rulers simply make “a show of political cleverness” but one which is 
ruled by men “really possessed of the scientific understanding of the art of gov-
ernment” [293cd]. Here, for the first time, he clarifies that the scientific principle 
involved in government is “following justice and act to preserve and improve the 
life of the state so far as may be” [293d8]. And, those possessing this type of sci-
entific understanding “may rule with or without a written code of laws” [293a7]. 
When YS objects that, “what you say about ruling without laws is a hard thing 

 

 

40The same quality that enables a king to weave together the fabric of the state is also what allows it 
to legislate and to change laws. In discussing kingly weaving at the end of the dialogue, it is assumed 
that it presumes a knowledge of the city as a whole, and a capacity to seize the right moment for 
bringing to the fore the appropriate character trait. But these two conditions are nowhere mentioned 
during the discussion of the expert king’s superiority over the law. It is significant that the kingly 
weaver’s ability to legislate [309d2] and to make use of laws to foster a common bond [310a3] is 
emphasized, also, at the end. This suggests that the long digression about law versus expertise was 
not primarily about statesmanship. But kingly weaving was. 
41Carl Schmitt (2005), the Nazi legal scholar, argued for the power of sovereign decision in a state of 
exception. For Schmitt, in such a situation, not expert knowledge but a grasp of what the people 
(Volk) wanted was needed. 
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for us to hear” [293e6] ES replies that while the art of kingship includes law-
making, “the best thing of all is not full authority for laws but rather full author-
ity for a man who understands the art of kingship and has wisdom” [294a5]. 

But, is an absolute dichotomy between the authority of laws and of expert in-
dividuals tenable? Would it not be desirable that in the normal course of events 
everyone, even rules, should be subject to laws; but that in exceptional circum-
stances laws need to be changed by extra legal executive decision, or if long term 
changes are desirable, they should be made in accordance with scientific under-
standing. This raises the question of what precisely was behind YS’ objection. 
Was it, as some interpreters suggest (Rowe, 2006; De Long, 2011)43, that existing 
laws must always be obeyed rigidly, however inadequate they might be? Or, did 
YS have in mind the more moderate position that, unless there are pressing rea-
sons, laws should rule over everyone? ES’ rejoinder to YS’ objection is valid only 
if the first, radical, interpretation of rule of law is assumed. The clearest indica-
tion in the text about how ES understands YS’ objection is at [294a5] where he 
says that full authority should go to a man in possession of the art of kingship 
and not to laws. It is true that laws do not come into being and they do not 
change by themselves; in that sense people have authority over them. But, by the 
same token, during the normal course of things, laws have full authority over 
people for whom they were legislated. ES, in sum, collapses two distinct alterna-
tives: 1) an expert could rule without laws, and 2) an expert will not follow writ-
ten laws rigidly, recognizing exceptions to it. The second alternative is clearly 
valid, but, the first is not. And, it is more probable that YS was opposed to the 
first alternative and not to the second (Berges, 2010)44. 

ES makes a distinction between two types of regimes: the best and second-best. 
One in which a wise statesman has full authority, and one in which the laws have 
it. But he never makes it clear whether the best regimes have written laws [295b4] 
and, if they have them, are they binding only for an unenlightened population 
but not for rulers as well [294d1].45 Nowhere does he say that rulers themselves 
should abide by the laws, most of the time. All in all, this portion of STM is a 

 

 

42On my reading of it, the most coherent position implicit in the text is that, at times existing laws need to 
be changed and that knowledgeable rulers, and only they, should be allowed to make these changes. They 
can do this because of their superior judgement about the timing and the context in which changes need 
to be made. However, ES muddies the water somewhat by suggesting that written laws fail because the 
“differences of human personality” and “the restless inconsistency of human affairs” makes it impossible 
for any art to issue unqualified rules. [294b4] As he suggests later [294d9 and 295a5] laws could be for-
mulated in “a less refined manner” in which case they would not need to be changed frequently. Laws are 
enacted for the general community, not for each individual; no government, in whatever manner it is 
ruled, whether by written laws or by scientific kings, could satisfy the needs of each its citizens, all the 
time. 
43Ch. Rowe (2006) and J. De Long (2011) claim that YS is advocating the view that laws should never 
be questioned. And, for that reason they have a more generous view of [291-303] than I do. They see 
it as a reductio ad absurdum of that narrow constitutionalist position. I just see it as absurd.  
44S. Berges (2010), like most interpreters of STM, strives to render the dialogue coherent. She ap-
proaches it from the point of view of virtue jurisprudence. In the end, her view is that the laws of the 
wise king of STM “are supplemented by equity, judgements tailored to the needs of a particular situ-
ation” (p. 21). This would, indeed, make ES’ position more tenable. But this reading is too charitable. 
It presents what ES could have said, rather than what he did say. 
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paternalistic and authoritarian document. There are references in it to rulers 
preserving the lives of their subjects and reforming their character if the regime 
is to be well run [297b1]. But there is no explanation of how this would be done, 
and no suggestion to the effect that having good laws is a positive factor in hav-
ing good civic education and civic loyalty. In sum, it is not made clear just how 
authoritarian each of the two regimes are meant to be. In the best regime rulers 
are to have absolute authority over the laws, but it is not explained how having 
that authority enables them to improve the souls of citizens. In law regimes, by 
contrast, written codes are meant to have absolute authority, but it is not ex-
plained how they are enforced, and by whom?  

At [296a6] ES takes up a “plausible argument” for limiting the scientific king’s 
power to change laws: should he have to persuade its subjects or can he force his 
new laws on them unilaterally? He asks. His reply, attempting to justify the use 
of force rather than persuasion, relies on the dubious analogy with doctors. 
Should a doctor not force a treatment on his patients against their will, or even 
in contradiction with written prescriptions, if it will benefit the patient? he asks 
again. But this analogy will not work. Cities are not usually sick patients, and 
rulers do not normally have the power to force a cure on them. In any case, 
medicine is a very different science from the way ES sees governing. Decisions 
by individual doctors are guided by professional norms. No individual practi-
tioner of that science has a monopoly over what is the best treatment. Second, 
patients will not accept any intervention from just anybody. Doctors, before they 
undertake a new method of treatment will have to have the confidence of their 
patients based on previous experience with them. 

It is possible that a ruler cannot always convince all citizens that a change is 
desirable. Those who have vested interest in the status quo will resist. In that 
case he would be justified in using constraint. For example, the ruler could im-
pose limits on production of consumer goods in the interest of the community 
as a whole. In short, part of wise kingship must be the ability to explain the need 
for civic decisions vital to the welfare of the whole population.  

It might be that the scepticism about the political use of persuasion is moti-
vated by the author’s view regarding its misuse by the Sophists. Still, could one 
not expect the best regime to have a sufficiently enlightened citizen body, one 
that would be open to reasoned persuasion? It is notable that this, second, sub-
stantive portion of the dialogue gives neither a satisfactory account of true states-
manship nor a satisfactory account of what a best regime is. The reader is pre-
sented only with a circle: the true statesman is the ruler of the best regime, and 
the best regime is one ruled by a true statesman. Nor does this second, substan-
tive section, of the dialogue give a detailed enough account of what constitutes a 
second-best regime. 

The second-best regime is said to be an “imitation” of the best in so far as it 

 

 

45Speaking of laws as a form of control suggests that they are meant to have a coercive force over the 
general population alone. The reference to “mutual contractual obligation” [295a1] suggests, also, 
that the laws in question focus on the daily commercial life of citizens alone, not including more 
profound matters, such as their civic education or service to their community. 
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follows “its” laws rigidly. The ambiguity in this sentence is notable. One has to 
decide, oneself, whether “its” refers to the laws of the best regime imitated by the 
second-best, or to the laws second-best regimes give to themselves. An attempt 
at explaining the difference between those two regimes is made at [297c1]: “Only 
in the hands of a select few or of an individual can we look for that one true con-
stitution. For we must call all other constitutions mere imitations of this”. But 
there are two problems here. First, are what are referred to here as “other con-
stitutions” only democratic constitutions, ones ruled by the many; or are they all 
those constitutions which are not ruled by a “true” (scientific) statesman? In 
other words, are constitutional monarchies and aristocracies also “mere imita-
tions” of the best? Second, as even YS points out, it is not clear in what sense 
second-best regimes are imitations of the best. Are imitations of the best regime 
more or less faithful copies of it? Are imitations intended to reproduce the main 
features of the best? Or, are they deliberate falsifications of it?  

The sentence following [297c1] might help answering these questions. Given 
that the best regime is ruled by a wise king who is above the law, and given that 
the best regime is just and impartial, the sentence: “Some (regimes) are more 
perfect copies of (the best), …others are grosser and less adequate imitations”, 
may help here. The best imitations would be ones which sought, as far as possi-
ble, to be just and impartial, but having only right opinion about governing they 
would fall short of the ideal.46 The worst imitations would be ones in which its 
rulers felt themselves to be above the law, not because they were wise but be-
cause they were unjust and ignorant. Such regimes would fall very short of the 
ideal. At a later stage of the argument ES flirts with the idea that second-best re-
gimes are viable if they are ruled by opinion and are acting according to law 
[301b3]. But, once again, instead of giving a plausible answer to YS’ request to 
make him understand what he means by “imitation” ES proceeds to give an ab-
surd and irrelevant response.  

His response begins by “exposing the error which is rampant today in all that 
is said about it” [297c9]. Said about what, the definition of imitation, or about 
the nature of second-best regimes? The “error” seems to be the failure to recog-
nize “that there is only one constitution in the true sense”, and that the rest “owe 
their very preservation to their following the written code of laws enacted for 
this true state”47 [297d5]. This presumes that 1) the best regime has a written 
code of law, and 2) that all regimes have a choice of following, or not following, 
these laws. A clarification of these two possibilities would have helped, had it 
been given. But, instead, ES paints a scenario of law making that reveals serious 
ignorance of the debate about changing laws in 5th-4th Century Athens.  

In the Archaic and Early Classical periods, Athenians were committed to the 
practice of not changing laws. However, at the turn of the 5th and 4th Centuries, 

 

 

46This point is made, later, at [300d7]. 
47This is perplexing. Second-best regimes are to follow, if they want to survive, laws enacted for the 
true state. But, what are these laws, and, how are they known by citizens of less than ideal states? 
There is confusion here. If the ideal state does not exist, how can second-best regimes imitate it? 
And, if best regimes are only an ideal, all exiting regimes are imitations of it. 
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due to an adhesion to a political system that placed value on popular sovereignty, 
resistance to legal change came under criticism. From that point on, there was a 
tension between oligarchs who were generally legal conservatives, and democrats 
who favoured frequent changes in law. A compromise was reached after the de-
feat of the oligarchs in 404, and this had implications for the authority of law. 
While there was greater tolerance, and institutional recognition, for legal change; 
at the same time, strict conditions were introduced for changing laws. Another 
significant innovation was the introduction of a clear distinction between laws 
and decrees. New decrees could be introduced provided that they did not con-
tradict existing laws, the latter being considered to be more fundamental. In 
such system a balance could be reached between legal stability and the need to 
introduce changes in response to changing situations. Just how difficult it was to 
introduce changes in laws is indicated by the possibility of bringing public ac-
tion, by any citizen, against new initiatives that would violate laws which were in 
force. The so called “graphe paranomon” were meant to discourage frivolous or 
ill founded proposals for legal innovation (Canevaro, 2015; Schwartzberg, 2004).48 

In view of these historical facts it is difficult to see who among 4th Century au-
dience of STM would have seen the insertion from 297e8 to 300a9 as anything 
but an inept farce. The insertion begins with the supposition that citizens would 
mistrust any form of expertise, and for that reason would want to constrain all 
practitioners of crafts to follow written codes of conduct. The assumption is that 
since statesmanship is a craft it would be just as absurd to force rulers to follow 
written laws strictly, as it would be to force all craftsmen to follow strictly codes 
of laws imposed on the practice of their art. But while it would be ridiculous, in-
deed, to force doctors to follow rigidly rules laid down for them by an ignorant 
politically motivated assembly, it makes sense to expect rulers, however knowl-
edgeable, to follow laws enacted by political experts with the consent of citi-
zens.49 Also, the correct observation that citizens would mistrust tyrannical rul-
ers does not mean that they could not accept the authority of political expertise, 
if it were exercised prudently.  

There is every indication that the author of STM was a political elitist. There is 

 

 

48The comments in this paragraph were inspired by a number of legal historians, including: Melissa 
Schwartzberg (2004), and Mirko Canevaro’s (2015), “Making and Changing Law in Ancient Athens”. 
49I have already raised questions about assimilating medicine and statesmanship. The same point is 
made by Protagoras in the dialogue named after him. At the time Socrates makes no objection to 
Protagoras’ view. Instead, he changes the subject. Protagoras’ point is that statesmanship is not a 
craft like any other. In his view, some individuals may be better qualified for political leadership 
than others, but everyone is qualified for participating in politics. Most crafts have no direct impact 
on human nature; carpentry, ship building etc. are such crafts. Nor does the art of sailing require 
knowledge of human nature, directly. Medicine is a craft acquired by learning about the human 
body and what ailments it is vulnerable to. It is a craft that is practiced on human beings indivi-
dually requiring only a minimum knowledge of psychology, something that distinguishes it from 
the veterinary crafts. It is true that mob oversight on the crafts would be absurd, and no one in 4th 
Century Athens would have found it to be acceptable. So, in this absurd insertion ES introduces 
absurd examples of political interference in crafts, and uses these examples to discredit popular 
involvement in politics by relying on the unproved assumption that statesmanship is just like any 
other craft. 
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no doubt that he mistrusted popular decision making. Yet, it is also evident that 
he was not a narrow advocate of oligarchy. So, looking at the (long) digression 
[293a6-303b5] about the relative merits of rule by law and rule by expertise, one 
could conclude that he was trying to steer clear of the two legal ideologies, the 
democratic and the oligarchic, competing at the turn of the century. He was op-
posed to frivolous legal change, advocating that laws be changed only in light of 
scientific knowledge of politics. At the same time he would be in favour of changes 
in the law if there were good reasons for making them. The strict dichotomy he 
makes between law regimes and ones ruled by intelligence, obscures what might 
have been an important philosophic contribution to the emerging compromise 
between democratic and oligarchic visions of law in the early 4th Century. 

ES introduces what I have called a caricature of law regime by suggesting that 
“an error” commonly made about it can be avoided by examining how the sec-
ond-best regime “is achieved in practice”. Yet, the only thing valid about his 
correcting the error is the observation that law regimes arise because of peoples’ 
desire to curb absolute rule by a tyrannical individual.50 But, instead of explain-
ing how a politically wise ruler could govern less wise but, nevertheless, politi-
cally informed citizens, ES produces a historically inaccurate picture of what it is 
for the law to rule.51 In my view a much better case could have been made 
against even a non-absolutist version of the rule of law (Gill, 1995).52  

It helps to keep in mind that the mention of the so called “error” is invoked as 
a response to YS’ request that he be made to understand “what you said before 
about these ‘imitations’” [297c6]. The request is, as I suggested earlier, ambigu-
ous. Is it about what is meant by “imitation”, or is it about what it is to imitate 

 

 

50ES concludes his caricature of law regimes by introducing the possibility that an unscrupulous ma-
gistrate might take possession of the laws. In the context a demand for popular oversight of magi-
strates he noted earlier, this is absurd. The prospect of a tyrannical individual disregarding existing 
laws was the motivation for introducing audits to begin with. In all this discussion one question is 
left open: how bad laws have to be before their existence is worse than not having laws at all? What 
seems to be lurking in the background is the view that democratic law regimes can easily slide into 
tyrannical regimes. And, therefore, legislating democratically is no better than not having laws at all.  
51The fact that the insertion about the emergence of second-best regimes is so hopelessly flawed leads 
me to think that it was a hasty, later, addition to the dialogue. Also, as I suggest in the main body of 
this essay, the response to YS could have started more appropriately at [300b1], leaving out the ab-
surd caricature.  
52A number of commentators on STM suggest that the absurd caricature was intended as a reductio 
ad absurdum of law regimes; that it was a reply to YS’ objection at [293e7] that, “ruling without laws 
is a hard thing for us to hear”. However, it is worth repeating, the reductio argument works only 
against an absolutist version of law regimes. And that is how defenders of the caricature see all law 
regimes. For example, C. Rowe (2006) holds this view. Even Ch. Gill (1995) (“Rethinking Constitu-
tionalism” p. 297) who thinks that in the end ES comes around to constitutionalism, maintains that 
“The error that is illustrated in this picture (my ‘caricature’) seems to be that of believing that there 
is no objective politiche thechne or episteme, and that the only criterion of correctness in political 
life is that of conformity with established laws and customs of the community”. But there is no evi-
dence to indicate that YS does not believe in the objectivity of laws. [293e7], nor is there evidence 
that a reasonable 4th century Athenian would hold that belief. Otherwise they would not have taken 
care to avoid frivolous changes in the law.  
The problem with constitutional monarchies (ES’ favoured regime among the second-best) is that 
since in such a regime the monarch does not have absolute power, his legislation, however enligh-
tened and benevolent it may be, could be contested. 
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regimes? As the previous discussion implies, ES is interested in exploring the 
difference between the two regimes, the one being imitated and the one that 
imitates. For that reason, it makes sense for him to claim that the first is superior 
to the latter. And, whatever one might think of it, in ES’ view the regime whose 
ruler needs no laws is superior to one that does. Still, the question arises: “What 
to make of a regime imitating an other?” This is the first meaning of YS’ re-
quest. Already, the point has been made that some rulers/regimes, ones that are 
law abiding, imitate the best ruler/regime more faithfully than those who do not 
[293e4]. As I suggested earlier, ES’ notion of imitation is problematic: How 
does a law abiding regime imitate the best?  

Earlier, I also suggested a way of differentiating between good and bad imita-
tions. That difference works well for individuals, not so well for regimes. How 
does having laws constitute an imitation of an ideal regime? In the Sophist (S) 
(Plato, 1993) a good imitation is said have the same structure/proportion as the 
one that it copies [S. 235c1]. The same might be said here: by having laws, a re-
gime reflects/copies the structure of the best. It does so because having laws, 
however limited they are, means having a form of rational order. Laws based on 
tradition, experience and good council, especially if they respond to the needs of 
citizens, will contribute to the regime’s having an orderly structure. They may 
also enhance the safety and well being of the city. The absolutist framework 
within which ES draws the distinction between best and second-best regimes is 
an obstacle to construing imitation this way. However, as I shall show, there are 
indications that the author of STM flirted with the idea of rational second-best 
regimes. 

In fact, a more pertinent response to YS’ request is made at [300b1] where ES 
declares that “the laws which have been laid down represent the fruit of long ex-
perience”. If, indeed, his goal is to explain how “the state of affairs we have just 
called second-best is achieved” [297e5], moving immediately to [300b1], and 
leaving out the misguided detour about law regimes, would have been a better 
fit.53 Existing laws are, indeed, the fruit of long experience incorporating the 
“clever advice of some counselor” [300b3]. Reference to clever advisers and, a few 
lines later, to different departments of life, leaves open the possibility that in the 
natural course of events legislation is based, also, on the special expertise of mas-
ter craftsmen. The role of legislators would, then, be to co-ordinate and harmo-
nize the advice of these local experts. And, once these laws are enacted those in 
government would forbid acts of contravention of these laws [300c3]. This 
would seem to be a reasonable way to proceed. A system following these instruc-
tions would work well if the special craftsmen and their governors acted with 
intelligence and justice. The question I am raising throughout this essay is why 
the author of STM did not explore that possibility.  

 

 

53This explanation of the origin of laws does not make reference to the Athenian public’s mistrust of 
absolute authority. Perhaps, a distinction could be made between the slow evolution of unwritten 
laws and the emergence of the emphasis, made by popular demand, on the universal obedience to 
written laws. 
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I suspect that the answer to this question is that the author had in mind a 
sharp distinction between knowledge and true opinion. The importance of the 
distinction is emphasized at the end of Republic V where it is said that opinion is 
fallible while knowledge is infallible [R 477e5]. It is also said there that opinion is 
about what becomes and knowledge about what is [R 478d]. Assuming that the 
author of the second section of STM had a knowledge of that way of making the 
distinction, it is possible that he thought of the “true statesman” as having infal-
lible knowledge about the nature of reality as a whole. Presumably, in the politi-
cal context, this would be having an infallible knowledge of what justice is, what 
benefits a state and how the souls of citizens could be improved. However, at the 
end of Republic V opinion is distinguished from ignorance, a distinction that 
STM does not always observe.  

At times, the text of STM suggests that having regimes based on true opinion 
and fallowing the laws, is a valuable achievement. They provide order and stabil-
ity. But at other times the text insists that “there is only one constitution in the 
true sense” [297d4]. So, one is left wondering whether the true constitution ex-
ists only in thought, in which case a true statesman would be one who is able to 
bring political reality as close to that ideal as possible. A series of strange com-
ments suggests that ES was ambivalent about the role of the political ideal in the 
governance of states. At one point [300d4] he notes that individuals having a 
code of law might try to introduce some changes in them, thinking that they act 
as the true statesman would, copying the true original. The implication is that it 
is possible to copy the original well or badly. Who decides whether the original 
was copied well or badly? And how is that decision made? If kingship is a craft 
about changing things: citizens and their political institutions, could it not be 
practiced well without absolute, infallible, knowledge? 

In a passage following the last one mentioned above, ES suggests that “if one 
individual governs according to laws, imitating the truly wise ruler, we call him 
‘king’”.54 Then, he adds, we make no difference in name between rule by scien-
tific knowledge and by opinion, acting according to law. What is the purpose of 
making this observation? Is ES suggesting that in the real world the best one can 
hope for is constitutional monarchy, a more or less knowledgeable king acting in 
the context of established laws? But, would that not mean that in the real world 
correct changes in the law are possible? Why could valid legal reform not be in-
stituted on the basis of right opinion resulting from intelligent discussion, as it 
was done in 4th Century Athens? 

As if to answer these questions, in a subsequent passage [301e1] ES admits 
that “kings do not arise in cities in the natural course of things…(and) therefore 
it seems men have to gather together and work out written codes, chasing to 
catch the tracks of the true constitution”. Is this not a concession to the need for 
a form of constitutionalism in the real world? Chasing the true constitution is 
what law abiding regimes do. Would it not have been more profitable to focus 
on this “chasing” in order to attain an adequate view of how legislation in the 

 

 

54Earlier, I addressed this paradox of law regimes imitating the best. 
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best actual world would look like? The author’s ambivalence is revealed by the 
paragraph just preceding [301cd]. The paragraph states, first, that men choose a 
less than perfect regime because they “turn down the idea of the one true scien-
tific ruler”. This misleading claim—people do not turn down the idea of “one 
true scientific ruler”, they turn down the idea of a tyrant, an absolute, unques-
tionable ruler—is, then, undermined by the suggestion that “if the kind of ruler 
we have described were to appear on earth he would be acclaimed”. How would 
such a ruler be recognized if the multitude had no knowledge of correct rule? 
And, if they have once turned down the idea of scientific ruler, why would they 
acclaim the one who would appear?  

At the end55 of the discussion of the difference between best and second-best 
regimes ES comes back to the classification of actually existing regimes. Rating 
less than perfect regimes is “not directly relevant to our purpose”, he declares. 
What seems to be relevant is, not the differences among these regimes, but, the 
difference between all of them and the best. Still, ES admits, “the aim of all the 
action of men everywhere is to secure for themselves the most tolerable life they 
can” [302b9]. It is for this reason that the classification of less than perfect re-
gimes is (indirectly) relevant. But, if, as ES holds, the law abiding regime ruled 
by one individual is the best among less than perfect, the question is: by virtue of 
what can it be superior to them? Law regimes are superior to law flouting re-
gimes, but if all law regimes must follow written codes slavishly, why is the one 
ruled by one individual better than the one ruled by many?56 Presumably, the 
one ruler, benefiting from expert advice, has greater knowledge of how to govern 
and legislate. Would not the superiority of such governor/legislator depend on 
its ability to make adequate changes in existing laws when they are called for? 

In sum, the whole discussion of the difference between law regimes and ideal 
regimes, as ES presents it, has little concrete political relevance. At best, it sug-
gests that all existing regimes, if they aim to rule with intelligence, should have 
in front of them an ideal which they must seek to attain.57 And, if true statesmen 
of the real world are those who follow in the tracks of the ideal, the discussion of 
what makes the best actual regimes best, could have helped in that regard. But it 
seems that the author’s ambivalence about right opinion vs infallible knowledge 
regarding politics, makes that line of approach unavailable to him. In the end, as 

 

 

55I believe that the treatment of the second theme ends at [303b5] and not at [303d2]. First, referring 
to these governments as “bogus governments” does not make sense if “these” refers to constitutional 
monarchies or aristocracies. At best, “these” could refer to democracies. Second, immediately after 
the reference to bogus governments, their leaders are described as “supreme imitators, “sophists”, 
centaurs” and “so called politicians”. These qualifications apply, almost, word for word to the crowd 
of false statesmen introduces at [291a-d]. For these reasons it is most likely that the second theme 
was inserted between [291d1] and [303ca1]. The second theme is about the distinction between best 
and second-best regimes and the distinction between second-best regimes and seriously flawed re-
gimes. Second-best and flawed regime, both, imitate the best—the ideal—but they imitate differently  
one well, the other poorly. And, this, last fundamental distinction would be lost if the passage: 
[303b7-d2] referred to all less than perfect regimes.  
56This may be a reason for not rating them. 
57A similar point about following an ideal is made at [R. 592]. 
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I suggested earlier, the author of STM assumes an absolute dichotomy between 
law regimes and regimes that are governed by intelligence. In this, he goes against 
not only Athenian precedent, but also against common sense interpretations of 
when it is rational to change laws, and what degree of political expertise is re-
quired for doing so. 

4. Conclusion 

My reading of STM is unusually critical. Most commentators, whether they like 
it or not, accept it as a Platonic dialogue. I challenge that view. In my view the 
dialogue is at best semi-authentic, very likely a composite of different projects. I 
find it highly unlikely that Plato was responsible for its entire content. Anyone 
who had wished to present the work as Plato’s alone could have added fill-
ers/stitches to it connecting what may have existed as Platonic lectures, or as 
written sketches written by him or someone else. These fillers might have in-
cluded the addition of links to the Sophist (Plato, 1993) at the beginning of the 
dialogue [258b3], and, later, in the context of explaining the importance of “due 
measure” [284b7]. It is difficult to imagine that Plato, at any time of his life, 
would have written such a flawed dialogue in its entirety.  

One plausible hypothesis is that Plato wrote some parts of what I identified as 
the two substantial themes. It is possible that at some point in his life Plato ex-
perimented with the method of division only to realize that it was not suitable 
for discovering the nature of true statesmanship, but used it to show how inap-
propriate the shepherd analogy was to political rule. This hypothesis gains some 
support from [275c2] where the shepherd analogy is abandoned.58 The part of 
the dialogue treating the question of statesmanship could have been written some-
time before the middle books of the Republic (Plato, 1992b), which I consider, 
following Thesleff, as late additions to the rest. The discussion of the king in that 
part of STM recalls the description of guardians in Books II and III. The treat-
ment of the virtues at [306+] seems to be ignorant of the discussion of that topic 
in Book IV. But, in the final analysis no one can make a definitive judgement 
about the authorship of the STM. Still, freeing oneself from the need to make the 
text coherent worthy of an authentic Platonic work, allows one to explore what it 
actually says however flawed it might be.  

Another possible hypothesis is that Aristotle wrote parts of the dialogue sepa-
rately and that someone else combined them producing the text we now have. I 
find Masters’ arguments for the authorship of the dialogue plausible. His argu-
ment could have been stronger if he allowed for the possibility that STM consists 
of fragments (Masters, 1979).59 Regardless, I am not completely convinced that 
Aristotle is its author. For that to be established more evidence is needed to show 
that passages in the Politics which resonate with STM refer to something he, 
rather than someone else, had written. And while what I have tried to show here 

 

 

58The shepherd analogy comes under strain in Republic I already, where Thrasymachus sees it as a 
form of domination while Socrates sees it as a form of tending [R. 342e-343b]. 
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goes some way in that direction, it provides no conclusive proof for it. 
Previous commentators assumed, almost without exception, that Plato was the 

author of the entire dialogue. Some gave up on it in despair, others invented far 
fetched interpretations of the text to show that its author was, indeed, as brilliant 
as the tradition takes Plato to be. Still, a number of commentators, recognizing 
how problematic the text is, attempted to link it to Plato’s other writings on poli-
tics. Including these are the so called “developmentalist”, those who believe that 
the text represents a change in later years of views he held in the Republic (Plato, 
1992b). This, however, does not explain why the text is so mediocre. The com-
mentator whose opinion I take most seriously is Ch. Rowe. Rowe is a unitarian, 
believing that STM is thematically, and logically, aligned with the Republic. 
Thus, he identifies the statesmen of STM with the philosopher king of the Re-
public. I disagree with Rowe’s reading of both texts. While I do not share the 
developmentalist view, I do not identify the statesman with the philosopher king 
of the middle books of the Republic. Books VI and VII are in my opinion more 
about philosophy than about politics. For that reason I hold that Books II-IV 
contain the primary political teaching of that work. 

Rowe devotes a number of essays to the refutation of the developmentalist 
thesis. His main adversary is Sabine who thinks that in his later life, in STM and 
the Laws Plato abandoned his hostility to democracy and even changed his mind 
about the trial and execution of Socrates (Sabine, 1937). Sabine’s main support 
for his thesis is in the passage that I consider an absurd caricature of law re-
gimes. Rowe disputes Sabine’s thesis, arguing that, if read properly, the passage 
is a reductio of strict adherence to fundamentally imperfect (democratic) laws 
(Rowe, 2001: pp. 67+73). Also, he believes that, 303c proves that in Plato’s view 
all non-perfect regimes are ruled by imposters (Rowe, 2006: p. 4). The main 
source of my disagreement with Rowe is my view that 303c does not refer to all 
non-perfect regimes, but only to ones ruled by demagogues. 

The main motive behind my writing this essay was to undermine the convic-
tion that all the texts attributed to Plato were written by him in their entirety. 
For, in my opinion, approaching his dialogues with that point of view in mind 
risks distorting what they actually say. And, I have chosen STM because it is, in 
my mind, the best example to illustrate that point. But, regardless of who its au-
thor was, STM points to some important issues. First, presenting the statesman 
as someone who weaves together different elements within a city is an important 
contribution to political philosophy. Its discussion of the auxiliary arts adds to 
what is said about a just city in Books II and III the Republic (Plato, 1992b). For 
example, the guardians of those early books are said to have sufficient knowledge 
to allow them to make judgements “about the city as a whole and the mainte-
nance of good relations both internally and with other cities” [R. 428C7+]. So, 
why did someone who, one can assume, had familiarity with the early part of the 

 

 

59One reason Masters abandons his view, that Aristotle was the author, is the length of STM. But it is 
possible that what was known in ancient times as Aristotle’s Statesman was only part of what is 
known today as STM. 
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Republic not make the connection between the guardianship and statesmanship 
explicit? Second, the assumption that statesmanship is a craft just like any other, 
is questionable. And, given that the problem was already noted in the Protagoras 
(Plato, 1956) [320+], why was that point not mentioned here?  

Finally, the explanation of the difference between best and second-best re-
gimes is highly problematic. It relies on a false dichotomy between absolute rule 
by law and absolute rule by a knowledgeable individual. And, for that reason, it 
does not provide a useful account either of what constitutes true statesmanship, 
nor what are best and second-best regimes. Nevertheless, at times the author’s 
ambivalence about what it means for an actually existing regime to be well or-
dered can be glimpsed in between the lines, especially at [301]. This regime, 
based on things ES says in the rest of the dialogue, would most likely be a form 
of constitutional kingship. So, why did STM not come out in favour of some 
form of constitutionalism guided by the ideal of a scientifically governed consti-
tution? All these considerations make STM, freed of the assumption that it is a 
Platonic masterwork, both a provocative and a problematic text.  
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